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Email In order to reach our sublime destiny, we need each other, and we need to be unified. One of the most
remarkable creatures on earth is the monarch butterfly. Every spring, they travel thousands of miles from
Mexico to Canada, and every fall, they return to the same sacred fir forests in Mexico. During their journey,
they cluster together at night on trees to protect themselves from the cold and from predators. Each butterfly in
a kaleidoscope is unique and different, yet these seemingly fragile creatures have been designed by a loving
Creator with the ability to survive, travel, multiply, and disseminate life as they go from one flower to the
next, spreading pollen. And although each butterfly is different, they work together to make the world a more
beautiful and fruitful place. Like the monarch butterflies, we are on a journey back to our heavenly home,
where we will reunite with our Heavenly Parents. Girls and boys, young women and young men, sisters and
brothers, we are on this journey together. In order to reach our sublime destiny, we need each other, and we
need to be unified. An inspiring pattern is found in Acts 1: It is also significant that we find a similar pattern
among the faithful of the American continent at the time the Lord visited and ministered to them. Some of the
things that the faithful Saints did in unity in both places were that they testified of Jesus Christ, studied the
word of God, and ministered to each other with love. They knew who they were, they knew what they had to
do, and they did it with love for God and for each other. They were part of a magnificent kaleidoscope moving
forward with one accord. Some of the blessings they received were that they were filled with the Holy Ghost,
miracles took place among them, the Church grew, there was no contention among the people, and the Lord
blessed them in all things. They had been close to Him, and they had been witnesses of His divine mission, of
the miracles that He performed, and of His Resurrection. They saw and touched the marks in His hands and
feet. They knew with certainty that He was the promised Messiah, the Redeemer of the world. We hear so
many stories of neighborly love shown among people when catastrophe strikes. For example, when the city of
Houston suffered a massive flood last year, people forgot about their own needs and went to the rescue. An
elders quorum president sent a call for help to the community, and a fleet of 77 boats was quickly organized.
Rescuers went around the affected neighborhoods and transported whole families to one of our meetinghouses,
where they received refuge and much needed help. Members and nonmembers worked together with one
purpose. In Santiago, Chile, a Relief Society president had the desire to help immigrants in her community
who had come from Haiti. By counseling together with her priesthood leaders, she and other leaders came up
with the idea to offer Spanish classes to those immigrants, helping them integrate better into their new home.
Every Saturday morning, missionaries gather together with their eager students. The feeling of unity in that
building is an inspiring example of people from diverse backgrounds serving with one accord. In Mexico,
hundreds of members traveled for hours to help the survivors of two major earthquakes. They came with tools,
machinery, and love for their neighbor. Every one of our paths is different, yet we walk them together. Our
path is not about what we have done or where we have been; it is about where we are going and what we are
becoming, in unity. When we counsel together guided by the Holy Ghost, we can see where we are and where
we need to be. Our Lord Jesus Christ has promised us that when we are gathered together in His name, He is
in the midst of us.
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Leave feedback Positioning GameObjects To select a GameObjectThe fundamental object in Unity scenes,
which can represent characters, props, scenery, cameras, waypoints, and more. More info See in Glossary ,
click on it in the Scene view An interactive view into the world you are creating. You use the Scene View to
select and position scenery, characters, cameras, lights, and all other types of Game Object. More info See in
Glossary or click its name in the Hierarchy window. To select or de-select multiple GameObjects, hold the
Shift key while clicking, or drag a rectangle around multiple GameObjects to select them. Selected
GameObjects are highlighted in the Scene view. See documentation on the Gizmo Menu for more information
about the outline and wireframe selection visualizations. Built-in scene tools such as the move tool are
Gizmos, and you can create custom Gizmos using textures or scripting. Some Gizmos are only drawn when
the GameObject is selected, while other Gizmos are drawn by the Editor regardless of which GameObjects are
selected. More info See in Glossary in the Scene view if you have one of the four Transform tools selected:
Move, Rotate, Scale, and RectTransform The first tool in the toolbarA row of buttons and basic controls at the
top of the Unity Editor that allows you to interact with the Editor in various ways e. Think of each unique
Scene file as a unique level. In each Scene, you place your environments, obstacles, and decorations,
essentially designing and building your game in pieces. More info See in Glossary. To alter the Transform
componentA functional part of a GameObject. A GameObject can contain any number of components. Unity
has many built-in components, and you can create your own by writing scripts that inherit from
MonoBehaviour. More info See in Glossary of the GameObject, use the mouse to manipulate any Gizmo axis,
or type values directly into the number fields of the Transform component in the InspectorA Unity window
that displays information about the currently selected GameObject, Asset or Project Settings, alowing you to
inspect and edit the values. Alternatively, you can select each of the four Transform modes with a hotkey: The
Move, Scale, Rotate, Rect Transform and Transform Gizmos Move At the center of the Move Gizmo, there
are three small squares you can use to drag the GameObject within a single plane meaning you can move two
axes at once while the third keeps still. If you hold shift while clicking and dragging in the center of the Move
Gizmo, the center of the Gizmo changes to a flat square. The flat square indicates that you can move the
GameObject around on a plane relative to the direction the Scene view CameraA component which creates an
image of a particular viewpoint in your scene. The output is either drawn to the screen or captured as a texture.
More info See in Glossary is facing. As with the Move Gizmo, the last axis you changed will be colored
yellow. Think of the red, green and blue circles as performing rotation around the red, green and blue axes that
appear in the Move mode red is the x-axis, green in the y-axis, and blue is the z-axis. Finally, use the
outermost circle to rotate the GameObject around the Scene view z-axis. Think of this as rotating in screen
space. Scale The Scale tool lets you rescale the GameObject evenly on all axes at once by clicking and
dragging on the cube at the center of the Gizmo. You can also scale the axes individually, but you should take
care if you do this when there are child GameObjects, because the effect can look quite strange. If you are
used to working in 3D, Sprites are essentially just standard textures but there are special techniques for
combining and managing sprite textures for efficiency and convenience during development. It combines
moving, scaling and rotation into a single Gizmo: Click and drag within the rectangular Gizmo to move the
GameObject. Click and drag any corner or edge of the rectangular Gizmo to scale the GameObject. Drag an
edge to scale the GameObject along one axis. Drag a corner to scale the GameObject on two axes. To rotate
the GameObject, position your cursor just beyond a corner of the rectangle. The cursor changes to display a
rotation icon. Click and drag from this area to rotate the GameObject. However, it is useful for certain
scripting techniques to use the z-axis for other purposes, so you can still set the z-axis using the Transform
component in the Inspector. For more information on transforming GameObjects, see documentation on the
Transform Component A Transform component determines the Position, Rotation, and Scale of each object in
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the Tool Handle Rotation is set to Local see below , the Transform tool also provides handles for scaling the
selected GameObject. Gizmo handle position toggles The Gizmo handle position toggles are used to define the
location of any Transform tool Gizmo, and the handles use to manipulate the Gizmo itself. Pivot positions the
Gizmo at the actual pivot point of a MeshThe main graphics primitive of Unity. Meshes make up a large part
of your 3D worlds. Unity supports triangulated or Quadrangulated polygon meshes. Nurbs, Nurms, Subdiv
surfaces must be converted to polygons. Global clamps the Gizmo to world space orientation. Unit snapping
While dragging any Gizmo Axis using the Move tool or the Transform tool, hold the ControlA function for
displaying text, buttons, checkboxes, scrollbars and other features on the user interface. Vertex snapping Use
vertex snapping to quickly assemble your Scenes: For example, use vertex snapping to align road sections
precisely in a racing game, or to position power-up items at the vertices of a Mesh. Follow the steps below to
use vertex snapping: Select the Mesh you want to manipulate and make sure the Move tool or the Transform
tool is active. Press and hold the V key to activate the vertex snapping mode. Move your cursor over the
vertex on your Mesh that you want to use as the pivot point. Hold down the left mouse button once your
cursor is over the vertex you want and drag your Mesh next to any other vertex on another Mesh. You can
snap vertex to vertex, vertex to surface, and pivot to vertex. This mode allows you to move, rotate and scale
GameObjects as they appear on the screen, rather than in the Scene. Transform tool added in Please give it a
rating: Thanks for rating this page!
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More info See in Glossary elements should be inside. A GameObject can contain any number of components.
Unity has many built-in components, and you can create your own by writing scripts that inherit from
MonoBehaviour. The UI element is created as a child to this Canvas. The Canvas area is shown as a rectangle
in the Scene ViewAn interactive view into the world you are creating. You use the Scene View to select and
position scenery, characters, cameras, lights, and all other types of Game Object. More info See in Glossary.
This makes it easy to position UI elements without needing to have the Game View visible at all times.
Canvas uses the EventSystem object to help the Messaging System. Draw order of elements UI elements in
the Canvas are drawn in the same order they appear in the Hierarchy. The first child is drawn first, the second
child next, and so on. If two UI elements overlap, the later one will appear on top of the earlier one. To change
which element appear on top of other elements, simply reorder the elements in the Hierarchy by dragging
them. The order can also be controlled from scripting by using these methods on the Transform componentA
Transform component determines the Position, Rotation, and Scale of each object in the scene. Every
GameObject has a Transform. More info See in Glossary: Render Modes The Canvas has a Render Mode
setting which can be used to make it render in screen space or world space. Screen Space - Overlay This
render mode places UI elements on the screen rendered on top of the sceneA Scene contains the environments
and menus of your game. Think of each unique Scene file as a unique level. In each Scene, you place your
environments, obstacles, and decorations, essentially designing and building your game in pieces. If the screen
is resized or changes resolution, the Canvas will automatically change size to match this. UI in screen space
overlay canvas Screen Space - Camera This is similar to Screen Space - Overlay, but in this render mode the
Canvas is placed a given distance in front of a specified CameraA component which creates an image of a
particular viewpoint in your scene. The output is either drawn to the screen or captured as a texture. The UI
elements are rendered by this camera, which means that the Camera settings affect the appearance of the UI. If
the Camera is set to Perspective, the UI elements will be rendered with perspective, and the amount of
perspective distortion can be controlled by the Camera Field of View. If the screen is resized, changes
resolution, or the camera frustum changes, the Canvas will automatically change size to match as well. UI in
screen space camera canvas World Space In this render mode, the Canvas will behave as any other object in
the scene. The size of the Canvas can be set manually using its Rect Transform, and UI elements will render in
front of or behind other objects in the scene based on 3D placement. This is useful for UIs that are meant to be
a part of the world. UI in world space canvas Did you find this page useful? Please give it a rating: Thanks for
rating this page!
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Tweet Throughout the centuries since the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ, the church has often had a
difficult time in agreeing with each other. There are obviously numerous denominations and even many
differences even within denominations. There are many reasons for this dynamic. Sometimes things like
church traditions and differing biblical interpretations seem to get in the way of unity. But what does the Bible
say about unity? There are many passages to gain an understanding of what Christian unity should look like.
Unity and Love John Do nothing from selfish ambition or conceit, but in humility count others more
significant than yourselves. Unity as Brotherly Love Behold, how good and pleasant it is when brothers dwell
in unity! Outdo one another in showing honor. Unity and Peace Romans Unity and the Body of Christ 1
Corinthians If he listens to you, you have gained your brother. Do not be haughty, but associate with the
lowly. Never be wise in your own sight. I grew up in a church that went through a major church split where
the church was divided into 2 almost equal parts. Unity did not prevail in this instance. And unity is not
always easy. Some people are easier to love and be around than others. We all have different uniqueness and
different personalities. Today, you may have been holding a grudge or ill feelings towards another believer.
My prayer for you today is that you give that up to God. Show the love that can only come through knowing
Jesus and be at peace with Him. Looking for more topical Bible verses? Take a look at these:
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Please save my place for me. I would complain if I were in your place. A restaurant is not the place for an
argument. It is not your place to offer criticism. My thoughts began to fall into place. Trains rarely stop in that
place anymore. He will soon need a larger place for his expanding business. The kitchen is the sunniest place
in the house. Please come and have dinner at my place. Use yogurt in place of sour cream. This is no place for
such an outburst. Compare unity def 8. Compare show def 27 , win1 def Place the silverware on the table for
dinner. She placed the order for the pizza an hour ago. The president placed him in the Department of
Agriculture. The agency had no trouble placing him with a good firm. The army placed him in the infantry. He
placed fifth in a graduation class of Show More give place to, to give precedence or priority to: The old gives
place to the new. Travel by trains has given place to travel by airplanes. Dinner is ready and everything is in
place. Stand by your desk and jog in place for a few minutes of exercise. They treated their servants well but
expected them always to know their place. The library books are all out of place. He had always felt out of
place in an academic environment. A green suit was out of place at the funeral. She put me in my place by
reminding me who was boss. The commencement exercises will take place outdoors unless it rains.
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l Each slot should contain a component or filler panel to ensure proper air flow 8 Unity All Flash and Unity Hybrid Data in
Place Conversion Guide.
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Welcome to Unity Answers. The best place to ask and answer questions about development with Unity. To help users
navigate the site we have posted a site navigation guide.. If you are a new user to Unity Answers, check out our FAQ for
more information.
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